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Behavioral Detectives: A Staff Training Exercise Book in Applied Behavior Analysis allows
readers in on case conferences discussing behavioral issues in developmental disabilities and
applied behavior analysis. Short stories are presented, always with a clinical mistake present.
The job of the reader is to discover the mistake. The reader can then turn to the back to see if
(s)he was correct, learning about applied behavior analysis along the way. Note for kindle
readers: the paper version calls for you to turn to particular pages. This may not be easy on
certain kindle systems, so we instead suggest doing word searches on chapter titles.

What applied behavior analyst doesn't love a good mystery? Drs. Newman and Reinecke and
team were extraordinarily clever in creating an instructional format that will immediately engage,
entertain, and educate. Through a series of well-designed and, best of all, real cases, readers
are offered the opportunity to investigate and solve behavioral mysteries with intelligence,
humor, and compassion. I look forward to sharing this with my students! Shahla Alai-Rosales,
Ph.D., BCBA University of North Texas --Book jacket<br /><br />With Behavioral Detectives,
Drs. Newman & Reinecke and colleagues have written an interesting, accurate and entirely
accessible book focusing on the practice of ABA with learners with developmental disabilities.
By presenting case scenarios and requiring one to, in effect, follow the data to determine went
wrong, the authors place the reader in the middle of a case conference with knowledgeable and
experienced mentors who are simultaneously creative and conservative. A very worthwhile
experience. Peter F. Gerhardt, Ed.D President & Chair, Scientific Council Organization for Autism
Research --Book jacketWhat applied behavior analyst doesn't love a good mystery? Drs.
Newman and Reinecke and team were extraordinarily clever in creating an instructional format
that will immediately engage, entertain, and educate. Through a series of well-designed and,
best of all, real cases, readers are offered the opportunity to investigate and solve behavioral
mysteries with intelligence, humor, and compassion. I look forward to sharing this with my
students! Shahla Alai-Rosales, Ph.D., BCBA University of North Texas --Book jacket --This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBobby Newman is a Board Certified Behavior
Analyst and Licensed Psychologist. Bobby was first author on seven previous book projects and
has authored over two dozen articles. He provides staff training and consultation around the
world, and has been honored for this work by several parents groups. Dana R. Reinecke is a
Board Certified Behavior Analyst. She provides consultation to school and home programs for
students with autism and other disabilities. She is also the Dean of Students and an instructor for
the American College of Applied Science. Dana has written articles and co-authored books on
the treatment of autism, and has presented research at national and international conferences in
applied behavior analysis. Bobby and Dana are joined by parents, siblings and teachers who



contribute their perspectives and experiences for a well-rounded staff and parent training
experience. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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1 Behavioral Detectives:A Staff Training Exercise Book in Applied Behavior AnalysisBobby
Newman, Ph.D., B.C.B.A.Dana R. Reinecke, Ph.D., B.C.B.A.With Chapters by Krista C.
Bradford, Rocio Chavez, Regina Claypool-Frey, Nicole Dibra, Tammy Natof, Mary Ann Klein,
Denise Lombardi, Karissa E. Masuicca, Kristine Quinby, Holly Rittenhouse, Jeff Samuel, Sharon
Sexton-BraunDove and OrcaCopyright 2007, Bobby Newman, Ph.D.,
B.C.B.A.978-0-9668528-6-8This book is dedicated to all the world’s individuals diagnosed with
developmental disabilities, as they interact with a world that often doesn’t understand, as well as
their families, who struggle through a sea of conflicting information in their efforts to provide the
best for their loved ones.Cover DesignOur thanks once again to Ken and Sharon Braun of
Lounge Lizard Worldwide for our book cover conception and creation. You can contact Lounge
Lizard at:Lounge Lizard Worldwide, Inc.620 Johnson Ave., Suite 1BBohemia, NY
11716telephone (631) 581-1000, fax (631)563-6278For a description of their innovative
marketing and public relations services, visitTable of ContentsForward11Case Studies1A token
economy to reduce aggression toward staff isn’t working132Jim can only do color identification
at home153Mary spends a lot of time on the classroom floor174Time-out doesn’t seem to be
working for Robert’s aggression185Instances of socially inappropriate touching206A break card
plan to reduce aggression misses the mark237Self-injurious behavior is persisting258Alan is
engaging in task avoidance279The A–>B–>C data are not revealing needed
information2910The token economy isn’t working3111Janet can’t find the crayons3312Paul isn’t
following any requests3513Josh’s toilet training program is stalled3714Eioghan’s toilet training is
actually shaping up aggression3915Lorna’s token economy is as dead as Julius Caesar4116Gil
is running out of the room4317Jen is having difficulty with comparative concepts4518Ken is
resisting beginning a session4719Non-contingent reinforcement: A non-blue shade of
blue4920The token economy isn’t working5121Alfie is being noncompliant5322Insulting Dr.
Newman’s intelligence and short-changing students5523Arn doesn’t want to go to
school5724Sid “isn’t getting” toilet training6025Bad rule 1: “We don’t use time-out here!” Tammy
Hammond Natof6126Michael is having bowel accidents6227Jane’s tics are not responding to
treatment6428Lenny is unable to complete a worksheet6629Eric’s spitting isn’t
abating6830Gavin can’t label his own emotional states7031Mara “has no attention
span!”7232Jessica is singing and protestingMary Ann Klein7433Russ can’t receptively identify a
tea set7634One teacher’s wrap is another student’s hugDana R. Reinecke7835Ask a yes/no
question, get a . . .8036The treatment plan seems to be working, but . . .8137The boy who cried
“upstairs” Rocio Chavez8338Why is Patrick repeatedly greeting everyone?8539The case of the
missing mandKristine Quinby8640Jason has a rough transition to KindergartenSharon Sexton-
Braun8841A curricular hole has been dugSharon Sexton-Braun9042The case of the interrupted
programmer9243“I’ve got him manding 400 times an hour!”9844The missing recess10045An
initiation that didn’t work10146“She used to do that!”10347“What do you mean?”10448Why is
Anthony disruptive at pre-school?Denise Mary Lombardi10549The sandwich cookies aren’t
working!Holly Rittenhouse10750Brad can’t scan a fieldRegina Claypool-Frey10951The second



“A” stands for analysis11152New shoes for GioNicole Dibra11453Sam tantrums at homeKarissa
E. Masuicca11954Carl doesn’t find praise reinforcing!12055Libby can’t make eye
contact12156Shaun is engaging in avoidance behavior, or is it a ritual, or . . . ?12357Is there an
echo in here?Dana R. Reinecke12558POTTY LOTTO: A game where everybody wins Jeff
Samuel12759Graduation or bust!Krista C. Bradford129Solutions1The reason a token economy
to reduce aggression toward staff wasn’t working1312Interpreting why Jim could only do color
identification at home1343Why Mary was spending a lot of time on the classroom floor1374Why
the time-out didn’t seem to be working for Robert’s aggression1395Interpreting instances of
inappropriate social touching1426Why the break card plan to reduce aggression missed the
mark1467Why self-injurious behavior was persisting1488Why task avoidance was
persisting1509Interpreting why the A–>B–>C data weren’t revealing needed
information15310Why the token economy was not working15511Why Janet couldn’t find the
crayons15712Interpreting why Paul wasn’t following any requests15913Why Josh’s toilet
training was stalled16014Why Eioghan’s toilet training was actually shaping up
aggression16215Interpreting why Lorna’s token economy was as dead as Julius
Caesar16516Why Gil was running out of the room16717Interpreting why Jen was having
difficulty with comparative concepts16918Why Ken was resisting beginning a
session17119Interpreting non-contingent reinforcement:A non-blue shade of blue17220Why the
token economy wasn’t working17521Interpreting why Alfie was being
noncompliant17722Interpreting the insult to Dr. Newman’s intelligence and short-changing of
students17923Why Arn didn’t want to go to school18224Interpreting why Sid wasn’t getting
toilet trained18425Should we “use time-out here”?Tammy Hammond Natof18626Interpreting
why Michael was having bowel accidents (and hitting his head)18727Analyzing the role of
medications in addressing Jane’s tics18928Analyzing why Lenny was unable to complete
worksheets19129Analyzing why Eric’s spitting wasn’t abating19330Interpreting why Gavin could
not label his own emotional states19531Why Mara “had no attention span!”19732Interpreting
Jessica’s protestingMary Ann Klein19933Why Russ couldn’t identify a tea set20134What was
maintaining Franklin’s aggression?Dana R. Reinecke20335Understanding why if you ask a yes/
no question, you should get a . . .20636Understanding how the treatment plan might seem not to
be working20837Explaining the boy who cried “upstairs” Rocio Chavez21038Interpreting why
Patrick continued greeting21339Interpreting the case of the missing mandKristine
Quinby21640Why Jason was having a rough transitionSharon Sexton-Braun21741Interpreting
the curricular hole and how to fill it Sharon Sexton-Braun21943On manding 400 times per
hour22044Explaining the missing recess22245Why the initiation didn’t work22446Interpreting
why “she used to do that!”22647What Maryanne’s Mom meant22848Interpreting why Anthony
was disruptive at pre-school Denise Mary Lombardi23049Interpreting what happened to the
sandwich cookies Holly Rittenhouse23150Interpreting why Brad couldn’t scanRegina Claypool-
Frey23451Why the second “A” stands for analysis23552Why did Gio need new shoes?Nicole
Dibra23653Interpreting why Sam tantrummed at home Karissa E. Masuicca23954Why Carl



didn’t find praise reinforcing24055Interpreting Libby’s lack of eye contact24156Why Shaun was
going under the desk24357Getting rid of the echoDana R. Reinecke24558POTTY LOTTO
explainedJeff Samuel24859Graduation or bust? Graduation!Krista C. Bradford251References
and Suggested Reading253About the Authors256Foreword“History shows, again and
again,How nature points out the folly of man”(Blue Oyster Cult)“It’s not what you’re sure of,it’s
what you don’t know”(Barenaked Ladies)The two quotes above, from two of my favorite music
groups, summarize a key point in Applied Behavior Analysis. The simple message is that nature
doesn’t care what you intended to do. Nature only cares about what actually happens. To
foreshadow some of our stories, I may deliver a consequence, but that does not mean that the
consequence will function as a reinforcer. I may institute a time-out procedure, but that doesn’t
mean that the targeted behavior will actually reduce in probability. Only the data can tell me if my
procedures are having the desired effect, if I am using the procedures correctly and
effectively.What follows are case studies that highlight some common mistakes that are made in
behavioral education. To try to make it a bit more fun, the case studies are organized as
detective stories. We provide a scenario, complete with the mistake(s) embedded within the
story. The reader can determine the “solution” and turn to the back to see what actually
happened. The stories have been fictionalized to protect anonymity, but are all based upon
actual clinical scenarios that the authors have encountered over the last two decades.There will,
of necessity, be some repetition within the stories. We have deliberately done this with a few key
points, as they bear repeating and each chapter was meant to be a stand-alone unit. It is our
hope that this volume might be used in staff training exercises, as means of honing the
observation and analytical abilities of budding behavior analysts. We must caution, of course,
that this is no substitute for actually being involved in clinical work under a competent supervisor
and learning to provide effective services in vivo.Early in my career, I noted that while people
often memorize movie lines and stand-up comedy routines, they seem to have trouble
remembering behavioral principles. With this in mind, a “stage persona” was created to embed
the behavioral principles within just such an act. In keeping with this approach, we have
deliberately kept the writing style friendly and informal, with the occasional attempt at humor. We
want to keep the material interesting to read and easy to remember. Please don’t confuse the
stage personas with the real people and issues involved here, or the attempts at humor with the
deadly seriousness of some of the topics we will address.-B.N.Case Study 1:A Token Economy
to Reduce Aggression Toward Staff Isn’t WorkingIn our first exercise, I will relate the story of
what happened when I was asked to address a behavioral difficulty being displayed by Nancy, a
preschooler diagnosed with Trisomy 21. Nancy functioned in the moderate range of mental
retardation. She could speak, but her vocabulary was limited and her articulation was poor.
Nancy was engaging in aggressive behavior toward staff members during her preschool
program.Nancy was enrolled in a preschool for children who were both typically developing and
those diagnosed with developmental disabilities. When I arrived to observe at the program, I was
informed by staff that aggression toward staff members had been escalating over the past



several months. Nancy generally engaged in aggression by slapping out at staff members with a
flat palm. The most common target of the aggression was Nancy’s 1-to-1 aide, who was
assigned to her both for behavior management and for adapting activities to her particular
needs.A treatment plan had been put into place approximately six weeks earlier by the school
psychologist attached to the program. The plan was based upon a meeting that had been held
with relevant staff. No systematic functional analysis nor A –> B –> C data (information about the
behavior, what happened before, and what happened after it occurred) had been collected prior
to the meeting, so the discussion consisted of the interpretations of staff as they thought back on
particular instances of Nancy’s behavior.Staff expressed that the behavior was displayed across
a variety of conditions, and for a variety of reasons. No clear function for the behavior had been
determined. Staff decided to put a token economy system into place to discourage the slapping.
The token economy consisted of the following:A. A token board with 25 tokens already on it
would be given to Nancy.B. If Nancy slapped at a staff member, a token was removed from the
board (a response cost procedure).C. If there were any tokens left on the board at the end of
each three-hour interval, Nancy would be allowed to choose a reinforcer from a menu of
reinforcers.If Nancy did slap at a staff member, the staff member would say “no slapping.” The
activity was not terminated unless aggression escalated to the point where staff felt that Nancy
needed to be removed from the group to calm down.During my first day of observation, slapping
was displayed at a very high rate. Nancy earned a reinforcer (she chose computer time) during
the first three-hour interval of the day, but did not earn a reinforcer during the second three-hour
interval. In fact, Nancy lost all her tokens within the first hour of the second three-hour block.
Behavior continued to escalate for the remainder of the day. On subsequent days, she rarely
earned any reinforcement, until we adjusted the treatment plan.Turn to page 131 for an
interpretation of the difficulty, as well as the adjustment of the plan that made it more
effective.Case Study 2:Jim Can Only Do Color Identification at HomeFor our second exercise,
we consider the educational difficulty faced by Jim. Jim had been diagnosed with an autistic-
spectrum disorder at two years of age. His parents had immediately begun an intensive home
program, paying enormous fees out of pocket in order to get their child the help he needed. This
intensive home program carried on throughout his early intervention and preschool years. At the
age of five, he entered school. The first step at school was an assessment (baseline) of existing
skills. The meticulous records from the home program should have made this procedure quite
simple and the transition to school a seamless one. Unfortunately, problems arose.When the
school staff attempted to replicate programs being worked on at home, Jim’s performance was
nowhere near the levels indicated by the data from the home program. A meeting was
scheduled with the home programming staff to determine if there were any differences in the
way the teachers might be carrying out the programs that might explain the different
performances observed between settings. Much to the school staff’s surprise, the meeting
quickly turned a bit heated, with home programming staff making thinly veiled accusations of
incompetence on the part of school staff. The home staff offered to return on another day to



show videotaped performance from the home program to demonstrate Jim’s abilities. As the
meeting was taking place during the school day, it was instead suggested that the head person
from the home program go into Jim’s classroom at that moment and demonstrate some of the
teaching procedures. A receptive color identification program was selected as the first program
to demonstrate. The instructor attempted to carry out the program as she would at home. Jim’s
performance showed random responding.Turn to page 134 for an interpretation of the difficulty,
as well as the adjustment to teaching procedures that was required.Case Study 3:Mary Spends
a Lot of Time on theClassroom FloorOur third scenario introduces us to Mary and to the staff
who were attempting to teach her. I was asked to consult due to the fact that Mary was dropping
out of her seat and spending a great deal of time on the floor of her classroom.Another
behavioral consultant had previously been engaged by the school program. He had conducted
some assessments and had suggested that the behavior of dropping to the ground was serving
an attention-seeking function. In this interpretation, Mary derived reinforcement from staff
members trying to convince her to get back into her chair.The treatment plan, therefore, was
going to be an extinction plan. Staff would not reinforce Mary’s dropping to the ground by
repeatedly requesting that she return to her chair. Rather, they would simply wait her out and
calmly ask her once every minute if she was ready to return to her seat.After several weeks, it
was determined by school staff that the plan was not working. In fact, it appeared that Mary was
actually spending increasing amounts of time on the ground, and this was severely interfering
with teaching.Turn to page 137 for an interpretation of the difficulty, as well as the adjustment of
the plan that made it more effective.Case Study 4:Time-Out Doesn’t Seem to be Workingfor
Robert’s AggressionIn the year when the Association for Behavior Analysis was formed, it came
to pass that a young boy who was classified as having minimal brain damage began to display a
great deal of aggressive behavior in school. The aggression, interestingly enough, centered
around art class.It seems that Robert had entered art with the rest of his class one morning, and
then suddenly, and quite without warning and without any behavioral precedent, punched a
fellow classmate in the back of his head. The other student toppled clean through his easel and
onto the floor. Robert was sent to the principal’s office for a time-out.The next day, upon arrival at
art, the teacher pulled Robert aside and asked “Now, we’re not going to have a rerun of
yesterday, are we?” Robert assured her that they would not, that today would be different. True to
his word, two minutes later, he suddenly unleashed a vicious roundhouse kick to the kidney of
the boy at the easel next to him. Again, Robert was sent to the principal’s office.On the third day,
Robert was isolated from the other students. After approximately two minutes at his easel,
however, he took a can of soda from his lunch and poured it into the teacher’s plants, killing them
all. He was again sent to the principal’s office. The time, Robert had gone too far. He was now
banned from art. While the other students were having fun in art class, he would have to be a
monitor and deliver rexo sheets around the halls of his elementary school. If you’re not old
enough to remember rexo sheets, they pre-dated xeroxed copies and were light purple jobs that
came off a roller and gave off really nice fumes.Turn to page 139 for an interpretation of the



difficulty. Unfortunately, a consulting behavior analyst was not available for this case, so we won’t
see a more effective behavior treatment plan, only an interpretation. We can, however, make
some good guesses, as the behavior disappeared after the narrative ends. Interesting, our
student shares a name with the sexton who lit the lanterns for Paul Revere. Go look it up.Case
Study 5:Instances of Socially Inappropriate TouchingOur fifth anecdote brings us into a highly
serious area, one where poorly thought-out programming unfortunately had potential legal
implications for the individual in question. That area is sex education. Perhaps more than any
other, this is an area that often causes irrational personal embarrassment to many clinicians and
parents, as well as very real concerns surrounding law enforcement issues for the family and for
the diagnosed individual.What we see here is a classic “set up.” Because issues of sex
education and sexual behavior make many people uncomfortable, they tend to avoid addressing
them in their educational programming. In helping to open a residence for adults diagnosed with
autism, I once mentioned the need to provide sex education, which I saw was lacking in the
educational histories of the individuals involved. After a few moments of shocked silence, one of
the assembled parents informed me that “My son doesn’t think about that.” Knowing the
particular 22-year-old man well, I suspected that he, like many typically-developing 22-year-olds,
thought of little else.There are two sides to the misconception. One nonsensical myth is that
people with neurological differences are all sexual predators. The other side, equally
nonsensical, is that people diagnosed on the autistic spectrum are somehow not sexual beings.
While some individuals diagnosed on the spectrum will describe having few such feelings or
desires, many others describe the same deep yearnings as everyone else. Failure to appreciate
and address issues related to sexuality for these people is both condescending and extremely
short-sighted. As noted above, this failure to provide appropriate sex education can lead to
inappropriate behavior on the part of the student. Just in the last three years, I (BN) have
personally been involved in several efforts to keep individuals diagnosed with autism or
Asperger’s Syndrome out of prison due to allegations of sexual assault.In our current case study,
Lawrence was a teenager diagnosed with autism. He participated in his community high school,
with the services of a 1-to-1 aide. I was working in the elementary school next door, having
opened up a class to bring students diagnosed with autism back to their community schools
from self-contained settings. I was asked to come to the high school to address a potentially
serious situation that was threatening Lawrence’s standing and possible freedom.During the Fall
of the school year, Lawrence had begun touching some of the female school staff members in
what would be considered an inappropriately intimate manner, culturally speaking. The reported
touching included placing his arm around the shoulders or waists of female staff members, as
well as placing his hand on the neck or chest of the women. A treatment plan had been put into
place by the school psychologist. Lawrence was taught during role play in the school
psychologist’s office to ask permission before engaging in any touching with female
staff.Observations of Lawrence within program confirmed the behavioral reports. Particularly
during times of transition, Lawrence was observed attempting to place an arm around a female



staff member to walk down the hallway to another classroom. During approximately one third of
the observations, he did indeed walk down the hallway arm in arm with the female staff member,
or with his arm completely encircling her. He was also observed to be engaged in a great deal of
physical contact during occupational therapy, with a young female therapist laying face-down
upon Lawrence’s back within a ball-pit while he was face-down upon the balls.Lawrence was
heard to ask permission before touching female staff (with the exception of occupational therapy,
where the physical contact was initiated by the therapist). Lawrence, in fact, was fluent in asking
permission. Despite Lawrence’s fluency in requesting permission to touch, at least one
individual was so upset with being repeatedly touched that she was filing criminal charges. The
situation was clearly escalating to a potentially serious condition. I was having my own potential
legal difficulties resisting the urge to inappropriately touch the school psychologist over the head
with my favorite Irish blackthorn walking stick.Turn to page 142 for an explanation of this
seeming incongruity and what had to be done to prevent such occurrences in the future.Case
Study 6:A Break Card Plan to Reduce AggressionMisses the MarkOur next scenario brings us
to the East End of Long Island. A young boy diagnosed with pervasive developmental disorder
(PDD-NOS) was engaging in aggressive behavior toward staff. There had been a history of such
behavior in the past, but treatment plans had successfully reduced the behavior. A consultation
was requested, however, because the behavior had reemerged at fairly high levels.A visit to
Scott’s school program indicated that a comprehensive treatment plan was already in place.
Prior to observing Scott, I met with the school psychologist who was responsible for drafting the
behavior treatment plans. A multiple-element treatment plan was in place:1. If Scott did not
engage in aggression, he could earn points toward a break in a favored activity.2. If Scott felt
himself getting agitated or frustrated, he could opt out of the activity to take a break for a short
time. He would do this by presenting a card with “I need a break” written on it.At first, all seemed
well with the plan. During the first hour of observation, Scott did not engage in any aggression
toward staff. Interestingly, he did attempt to use his break card on several occasions. What was
not immediately obvious, however, was the system by which the break card was being used. On
a few occasions, Scott attempted to use the break card and was redirected back to his work
(i.e., was not allowed to take the break, contrary to the written plan). Some sporadic aggression
(mainly slapping at the teacher) was noted. These slaps often preceded a break.After Scott had
earned the required number of tokens, he was allowed to take a walk to a room with favorite
videos and a cool karaoke machine. We did a couple of duets of Moving Right Along and I then
asked the school psychologist for an explanation of the use of the break card. Why was it not
being honored after each request?The school psychologist explained the system and dilemma
to me. It seems that Scott had been using the system quite successfully at first, but that he had
then begun to use the card as an avoidance behavior. He would use it far too often, even when
“he didn’t need a break.” I was assured that they did let him take the break when he truly needed
one, but not when he was just using it for avoidance. I asked how staff could tell the difference
and was informed that if he gave the card when seemingly calm, they knew it was avoidance



behavior. If Scott gave the card when agitated or aggressive, however, they knew he truly
needed it and would honor the request.Turn to page 146 for an explanation of the problem with
this system and the necessary fix.Case Study 7:Self-Injurious Behavior is PersistingOur next
case study was actually a bit awkward. Severe self-injurious behavior was seen with Carl, a
young man diagnosed with multiple developmental disabilities. Carl was not the person I had
been asked to observe, however. Ironically, I was there to observe and analyze the self-injury of
another student in the same classroom (Timothy).This brought me into an ethical dilemma. On
the one hand, it is anathema to observe self-destructive behavior being reinforced and to do
nothing about it. On the other hand, when one is asked to observe and intervene with one
student, one is not supposed to be concerned with the behavior of other students in the setting,
except in terms of how it might influence the behavior of the student of concern. Luckily and to
their credit, however, staff members were able to generalize comments made regarding the
behavior of the student I was asked to observe to the behavior of the student I will now
describe.We were in a rural residence for children with severe developmental delays. No student
in the classroom possessed the ability for any spoken speech, and other communication
systems in place were being used inconsistently (at best). Little actual learning seemed to be
taking place. Time was simply being marked. Time would pass, shifts would change. People
would get older. It was not the happiest place I have ever seen.It came to pass during my
observation that a massive thunderstorm struck. Lightning hit very close to building. From the
flash and the sonic boom, it sounded like the bolt had struck just a few yards from the window of
the residence. Carl pushed a chair up the window and excitedly pressed his face against the
glass. Staff, in concern, told Carl to move away from the window. Carl responded by banging his
head into the glass with fairly significant force. Staff responded by allowing him to remain by the
window.Turn to page 148 for an explanation of why the head banging is persisting.Case Study
8:Alan is Engaging in Task AvoidanceIt is always a difficult situation when a school placement
had been appropriate and a child had been learning effectively, but then problems surface that
bring all learning to a halt. Such was the case when I went to see Alan at his school.This was the
second school placement for Alan during the year. He had been previously placed in an out-of-
district program that turned out to be inappropriate in terms of his behavioral needs. When I
observed Alan at this first school program, he spent a good deal of time on the ground, crying
and avoiding requests to interact. Some obvious behavioral mismanagement was occurring, and
additional staff training would be needed. It was pointed out, however, that a more appropriate
program had been recently created and was available in his home district. At such a program, he
could make friends who lived closer to himself. After observing the new program, it was agreed
that it was a more appropriate placement and was certainly worth a try.A brief “honeymoon
period,” as his mother called it, ensued. For the first month, no really serious problem behavior
was observed. Soon, however, behavior from the previous setting was in evidence again. I was
again called in to see what might be happening.When I observed, Alan did indeed spend a fair
amount of time on the ground and screaming. While Alan engaged in this behavior, staff



continually offered various choices of what they thought to be reinforcing activities, or nagged at
Alan to get up. Staff had attempted to put a DRO program into effect, reinforcing periods of
appropriate behavior. The interval was currently set at 30 minutes, and Alan had to earn his
token by engaging in appropriate behavior during the 30 minute periods. I observed staff giving
the tokens for some periods, and not for others. Staff asked each other if Alan had “been good
enough” during the prior 30 minutes to earn reinforcement and delivered tokens accordingly. On
one notable occasion, Alan was on the ground for 25 minutes, and was very appropriate during
the last five. Staff awarded the token, concerned about not reinforcing that five minutes of very
appropriate behavior.Turn to page 150 for an explanation of why the treatment plan to reduce the
avoidance was failing.Case Study 9:The A–>B–>C Data Are NotRevealing Needed InformationI
was asked to come and observe James, an individual diagnosed with severe mental retardation
who had been engaging in both self-injurious behavior and aggression toward others. Behavior
treatment plans were in place, but had not been effective in reducing these behaviors. The
school psychologist admitted that there seemed to be multiple functions for the behaviors, and a
good analysis was therefore somewhat elusive.James was asked to come to the table. He had
been happily sitting in a swing within the classroom, which was an activity that he had been
observed to engage in for more than 84% of the day to that point. The teacher had described the
classroom as a “sensory” classroom, with the day structured around providing sensory
experiences as opposed to more structured academic work. Demands had been minimal,
literally only three requests within a four-hour period. This request to come to the table was the
fourth request observed thus far.An older student had come to the class to read a story to the
younger children. James reluctantly came to the table. Other students were also obviously
unhappy about the interruption to their activity, and another student was crying quite
loudly.James came to the table, and sat down next to the crying student. Within five seconds,
James punched the other student in the face. James’ 1-to-1 aide called out to another staff
member, who was apparently responsible for collecting Antecedent–>Behavior–> Consequence
data.“James was upset because he thought we were going to do art, that’s what we always do at
this table. That’s why he punched him.”The other staff member dutifully recorded this
observation on the supplied sheets.Turn to page 153 for an explanation of why the collected
data would not serve the intended purpose.Case Study 10:The Token Economy Isn’t
WorkingStaff members were reporting that progress had come to a standstill with Ray, a young
boy diagnosed with autism. Not to put it too indelicately, he had not mastered a single target all
year. Staff complained that they were unable to get compliance with even the simplest request.
Ray was also diagnosed with severe retardation, a diagnosis I was able to neither confirm nor
deny with my limited observations. Still, if I may be allowed to theorize, I would be willing to bet
that Ray was capable of a great deal more than the staff had been able to discern.When I
observed Ray in his classroom, I was able to confirm that staff members were indeed having a
great deal of difficulty in gaining any kind of compliance with instructions. To return to our
technical vocabulary, the “requesting behavior” of the staff had been successfully extinguished



by Ray. In other words, staff rarely bothered asking Ray to do anything anymore. The vast
majority of the time, Ray was taking walks in the hallway with staff or was being pulled around
while sitting in a cart.I consulted with the school psychologist, who was in charge of behavior
management strategies for the program, not wanting to reinvent the wheel. The school
psychologist had indeed already put a behavior management strategy into place: a token
economy. With the token economy, earning five tokens resulted in access to favored activities.
Because compliance was such an issue at present, a very dense schedule of reinforcement was
in place, with every instance of compliance with an instruction resulting in token delivery.
Unfortunately, staff reported that they were never able to award tokens, as compliance was so
very rare.If Ray had earned all his tokens, however, there were potent reinforcers available. In
keeping with staff reports of reinforcing activities, earning the requisite number of tokens could
be translated into such activities as taking a walk in the hallway with staff, or perhaps being
pulled along in a cart.Turn to page 155 for an explanation of why the token economy was
failing.Case Study 11:Janet Can’t Find the CrayonsThe following case study might seem a bit
trivial compared to some of the others we have examined. It is not a case of extreme
noncompliance, self-injurious behavior, or aggression toward others. Nonetheless, a frustrating
situation had been created for both staff and student. We would argue that addressing skill
deficits is every bit as important as reducing competing behaviors.Janet was a young girl
diagnosed with pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS). She was
enrolled in an excellent program for children on the autistic-spectrum. She was receiving high
quality teaching and behavior management, and was making rapid progress toward nearly all
her goals.One strange sticking point was a receptive object identification program. Janet was
asked to point to, or otherwise indicate, requested items. At this point, favorite toys were placed
out in an array and she was required to identify them upon request. She was flying through all
other items, but seemed unable to identify the crayons. It was a classic case of the type of
mistake we all make, and why it is essential to periodically ask in a fresh set of eyes, no matter
how expert one is.The program was demonstrated. Six toys were placed on the table. They
included pieces from a jigsaw puzzle, the box of crayons that was causing so much difficulty, a
doll, a stuffed teddy bear, a handheld computer game, and a ball. She identified all the items
upon request with 100% accuracy, with the noticeable exception of the crayons. Those she
missed routinely.To a fresh set of eyes, the reason for the routine confusion regarding the
crayons was simple. To be blunt about it, the crayons were not on the table.Turn to page 157 for
an explanation of why Janet could not find the crayons.Case Study 12:Paul Isn’t Following Any
RequestsOur next case study brings us brings us into contact with two very common issues:
repetitive behavior and compliance with verbal instructions relating to repetitive behavior.I had
been asked to provide an overall evaluation of how Paul was functioning within his current
school program. His parents were particularly concerned that he seemed to be making no
progress in his ability to use language or to socialize with others. Direction-following was
similarly nonexistent and even areas such as toilet training continued to be a major problem in



this second grade-aged child.My first five minutes in the classroom raised issues of serious
concern. When I arrived, Paul was laying on the ground in a corner of the classroom. Staff made
repeated requests for him to stand up, but he ignored them all. I was assured that this was not
common behavior, in fact he had not displayed such behavior in months. Nonetheless, there it
was.The day went along. Paul got up from the floor when certain activities ensued (e.g., running
races in the classroom around a central table). When the activities were completed, however, he
went back to the floor or sat by the computer. Staff provided multiple verbal prompts, but these
were not successful in returning Paul to ongoing activity.I asked if there was a behavior treatment
plan in place, or if there were any data sheets to look at. I was informed that there were, and I
was provided with the paperwork. To be honest, I couldn’t make heads or tails of it. The written
plan was supposed to be a version of an extinction plan, but exactly what reinforcer they were
eliminating was by no means clear. The data sheet was also a bit vague and was labeled “Time-
Out Plan.” Not seeing a time-out in the treatment plan, I was puzzled and asked for clarification. I
was informed, “Oh, that’s just the sheet we use. We don’t use time-out.” To say that I was puzzled
is an understatement.
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Edge6pack, “#1 book to study ABA. This is my favorite ABA BOOK! Did you read Encyclopedia
Brown books as a kid? Same set up. Read the case study, try to solve it & then jump to back to
the book to see how the authors solved it. Outside of the Cooper book, this was the best book to
study for the BACB exam. The solutions are easy to read and understand. It is required reading
for all of my supervisees. Parents & professionals can glean great behavior analytic principles
from this book!!”

Evan Schneiderman, “An essential book for any BCBA or practitioners arsenal.. Bottom line:
Whether you buy this book for yourself to brush up on if you still remember what you learned in
Theory, for the staff you supervise to ensure they are knowledgeable in deciphering good
interventions from bad, or are in the field of developmental disabilities and wish to broaden your
knowledge of ABA in the most practical sense you should buy this book.The interventions target
everything from a failed token economy and what it is failing, to children who wont stay in their
seats. I believe this book can be generalized to any age, and used in a wide variety of
environments.If you can take one of the examples and apply it to your work, then I believe it is
worth its weight in gold.”

Shannon Corson, “Good condition. Using this as a study guide within my supervision.Very
interesting.Came quickly and in good condition.”

Bill Baehr, “A Great Book For Anybody. Learn how behavior analysis works from real examples of
unwanted behavior and solving the problem, then, go out and have some fun changing behavior.
I use behavior analysis and modification technology on everybody and everything that has
behavior. This technology is not just for use on those with autism. It works on "normal" subjects
too, like your awful kids, your inconsiderate spouse, your rude co-workers, your stupid boss, your
neighbor's dog, your wild horse, your stubborn mule, your crazy monkey, etc. If Obama would
learn this technology he could even modify the Republicans behavior.”

Abi, “Great book for teaching the importance of determining why behaviors occur.. I purchased
my second copy of this book because someone I loaned the first copy to never returned it! It’s
that good. I need it.”

Jjeffers89, “Good!. Good, as described.”

Behavior Scientist, “We need more of these!. I love this book! An excellent approach for safely
helping practioners further connect theory to practice.”

Patricia Romanowski Bashe, “Brilliant Yet Fun. . . . and those aren't two words that usually go



together when you're talking about ABA, but here it is! "Behavioral Detectives" is a wonderfully
creative look at how we should all look at behavior. Sharp but accessible. Don't let the "staff
training" in the title throw you. Highly recommended for anyone working with or caring for
someone getting ABA.”

    , “                       .                                                     ”

The book by Bobby Newman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 187 people have provided feedback.
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